Targeting Atherosclerosis

Nanometer-sized "drones" that deliver a special type of healing molecule could provide a new way to prevent heart attacks.

MORE »

Rethinking Our Response

Next week’s HMS Ebola symposium is convening international experts in virology, infectious disease, vaccines and therapeutics.
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Strike a Pose

A deeper understanding of biological structures is giving scientists and doctors vital clues about what goes wrong in disease.
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Featured Events

02.24.15 Reconstructing medieval medical libraries. Harvard Yard. Houghton Library, Edison and Newman Rm., 5:30 p.m.

02.27.15 Talk@12: Top medical discoveries in the last century. TMEC, Walter Amph., noon.
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Dean's Blog

Harvard Medicine Magazine
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Harvard Health Publications

Compass Blog

A Fitting Tribute

Marc Garnick was named the inaugural Gorman Brothers Clinical Professor of Medicine.